
GLOSSY PAPER

Glossy photo quality paper is designed to make printed photos look sharp, vibrant and more like a traditional
photograph.

Weights Coated papers, whether glossy, matte or cast-coated, are available in both text and cover weights.
Announcements and newsletters are often printed on matte stocks. Spend some time discussing your paper and
print needs with our experienced staff at  HP Proofing Gloss HP Proofing Gloss is a unique solution intended
for presentations and design work when a realistic final "proof" is needed. Check your printer's specifications
for compatibility with this thickness. The coated paper cover weights are available in a wide range of
thicknesses. During paper manufacturing, after the clay is applied, the paper is sent through a series of
stainless steel rollers. However, the glossy booklets are denser, and ever-so-slightly thinner. It is intended to
equal the high-impact print results of a professional printing service. We are passionate about supplying the
best paper for you to complete your project successfully and on time. However, a high-quality magazine-like
appearance is best provided by Laser Gloss below. This surface coating improves the look of the images
printed on it since the ink actually sits on top of the sheet rather than absorbing into it. This difference is most
apparent when you flip the sheets of paper under the light. This is known as calendaring. Glossy Paper
Magazines typically use coated paper with a glossy finish. Call the customer service representatives at
Printivity at and ask for a complimentary paper sample! Cast-coated Paper The glossiest of all paper is
cast-coated. In the cast-coating process, the sheet is subjected to a hot polished drum and creates the highest
shine possible. The extra shine works well on print files with heavy color coverage, especially photographs
and big graphics. At Graytex we practice the Golden Rule - we treat customers the way we wish to be treated.
Glossy finishes are shiny and also reflect light. Available in a range of sizes up to 12 x  It is an improved soft
gloss with a glossier appearance. We offer the flexibility of customer ordering by phone or anytime ordering
online using our secure website ordering page. Brightness Paper brightness is a measure of its ability to reflect
light. Because of this improved print quality, high-quality print reproductions use glossy or coated stocks
rather than uncoated ones. We will find that perfect solution to make your print noticeably superior and
memorably impressive. If we do not have exactly what you need, we will gladly tell you where to find it if we
can. This top-grade opacity allows for double-sided printing without show-through on your manuscripts.
Orders are sent in protective packaging and typically ship the same day. Give Us a Call. Typically, the
standard thickness is eighty pound 80 which is slightly thicker than a standard index card. Matte and gloss
paper are coated sheets that appear smooth. Glossy Paper Options It is for short-term applications only. These
are not color laser compatible and will usually bubble or melt in color laser printers. Choosing a glossy or
coated paper is subjective, although one finish may be better suited for certain projects than the others. Some
prefer it over glossy paper since it does not reflect light as readily, making it easier to read. Got Questions?
Papers with a blue white coloration are perceived to be the brightest. It is a glossy paper appropriate for
similar applications to soft gloss such as brochures. This paper has a look and feel that is comparable to HP
Soft Gloss, but in a heavier weight. In addition, these papers provide premium brightness, increased richness,
and greater smoothness than 4 papers. It is color laser compatible.


